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3.1 Abstract

The quality of metaphase chromosomes in preparations from amniotic fluid (AF)

and chorionic villus sample (CVS) in situ cell cultures for prenatal cytogenetic

diagnosis depends on various factors at harvesting. To determine the quantitative

effect of fixative, ambient temperature, relative humidity and air flow, primary AF

cell cultures and primary CVS in situ cultures were harvested under a range of

different conditions in a chromosome harvest chamber. We applied analysis of

variance and regression to establish the relation of these conditions with the

degree of metaphase spreading and the presence of cytoplasm. We found that

ambient temperature alone had no effect on metaphase quality. Relative humidity

explained 18.6% of the variance in the presence of cytoplasm and 7.5% of the

variance in the degree of metaphase spreading in AF cell cultures. In CVS

cultures, these percentages were 7.2% and 4.2 %, respectively. In AF cell cultures,

air flow had a limited influence on metaphase quality. In CVS cultures, however,

this factor was responsible for 29.9% of variance. Different compositions of fixative

influenced the spreading of metaphases for 13.7% in AF cell cultures and 4.7% in

CVS cultures. We conclude that metaphase quality in preparations from primary in

situ cultures is only to a limited degree affected by the investigated factors at

harvesting. Within reasonable limits, conditions cannot be considered as critical.

Keywords:

prenatal diagnosis, in situ culture, metaphase quality; chromosome preparation
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3.2 Introduction

Proper techniques for harvesting dividing cells and preparing slides for

chromosome analysis are critical for attaining the quality needed for correct

karyotype analysis (Lawce and Brown, 1991). In prenatal cytogenetic diagnosis a

reliable quality of (in-situ) preparations is essential, since failure of the analysis and

repeated removal of amniotic fluid and chorionic villi bear an increased risk of

foetal loss. An understanding of the factors influencing the process of chromosome

preparation is important for maintaining a good quality. Hliscs et al. (1997)

demonstrated that spreading of metaphases is a slow process, which leads to a

stretching of chromosomes via flattening. The process of spreading involves a

significant water-induced swelling of mitotic cells during evaporation of the fixative

from the slide (Claussen et al., 2002). The degree of spreading of metaphases

depends on several factors, among which the evaporation time of the fixative is

considered an imported one (Spurbeck et al., 1996). Evaporation time depends on

the composition of the fixative, on relative humidity and ambient temperature

(Spurbeck et al., 1996). The last two factors can be controlled by the use of a

special climate room (Lundsteen et al., 1985) or a chromosome harvest chamber.

The effect of several factors on metaphase spreading has been determined

from cell suspensions from different primary cells and cell lines (Deng et al., 2003,

Claussen et al., 2002; Henegariu et al., 2001) and secondary AF cell cultures

(Spurbeck et al., 1996). For prenatal cytogenetic analyses, however, primary in situ

cultures are the most used and sensitivity of spreading for metaphases of these

cells is unknown. Therefore, we investigated the effect of relative humidity, of

ambient temperature, of air flow and of the composition of fixative at harvesting of

primary in-situ cell cultures (amniotic fluid (AF) cells and chorionic villus sample

(CVS) cultures). The quality of metaphases was determined using as parameters

the degree of spreading and the presence of cytoplasm.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

Culturing

Primary AFcells were cultured according to the in situ method on 30 mm coverslips

in 35 mm Petri dishes. The culture medium was Amniomax-C100 (Invitrogen – Life

Technologies, Breda, The Netherlands) and Chang A (Irvine Scientific, USA) with

α-MEM. Cultures were checked for cell growth after 5 days. They were harvested

when approximately 10 clones were observed, which occurred on average after 8

days.

Chorionic villi were treated with trypsin (Cambrex Company, Verviers, Belgium)

and collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie Gmbh; Steinheim, Germany) before being

cultured. The cell suspension was then transferred to coverslips (30 mm in 35 mm

Petri dishes) and cultured in Amniomax and Chang with α-MEM. Cultures were

checked for cell growth after 4 days. When growth was adequate, cells were

harvested, on average after 6 days.

Harvesting

Cultures were treated with BrdU (final concentration in culture, 36 µg/ml) and

colcemid (final concentration in culture, 0.015 μg/ml) for 16 hours (overnight).

Subsequently, cultures were harvested with a Tecan 5031 robotic harvester

(Tecan, Maennedorf, Switzerland) using 0.8% (w/v) sodium citrate as hypotonic

solution and methanol and glacial acetic acid (3:1, v/v) as fixative. During the last

fixation step the cultures were transferred to the chromosome harvest chamber

(C30, Percival Scientific, Inc., Perry Iowa, USA). The fixative was removed by

suction and the cultures were allowed to dry.

Harvesting conditions

To quantify the effects of ambient temperature, relative humidity and air flow at

harvesting, cultures were harvested under a range of conditions. The ambient

temperature ranged from 200C to 300C (intervals of 20C). The relative humidity

ranged from 25% to 60% (intervals of 5%).  The effect of air flow (0.2; 0.4; 0.6 and
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0.7 m/s) was tested at established optimal conditions (a temperature of 260C and

35% relative humidity, respectively). Because of the technical limits of the harvest

chamber it was not feasible to investigate more extreme conditions, e.g. 200C and

25% relative humidity (Table 1).

Table 1a: Summary of the results of metaphase quality scoring in AF cell cultures
at different climate conditions

Relative humidity (%)

25 30 35 40 45 50 60

Tempera-
ture (0C)

20 not real. not real. not real. not real. 54 metaph. not determ. 55 metaph.

44% 16%

22 not real. not real. not real. 72 metaph. 71 metaph. not determ. not determ.

47% 56%

24 not real. not real. 58 metaph. 88 metaph. 50 metaph. not determ. 55 metaph.

67% 33% 48% 20%

26 not real. 81 metaph. 101metaph. 72 metaph. 72 metaph. 67 metaph. not determ.

63% 78% 57% 16% 7%

28 not real. 69 metaph. 69 metaph. 70 metaph. 59 metaph. 57 metaph. not determ.

37% 58% 64% 2% 24%

30 56 metaph. 60 metaph. not determ. 70 metaph. not determ. not determ. 60 metaph.

41% 42% 47% 4%

metaph., metaphases; not real.; not realisable because of technical limits of the harvest chamber;

not determ., not determined

56 metaph. means that 56 metaphases were screened

41% means that 41% of the metaphases had an optimum quality (well-spread, no cytoplasm)
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Table 1b: Summary of the results of metaphase quality scoring in CVS cultures at
different climate conditions

Relative humidity (%)

25 30 35 40 45 50 60

Tempera-
ture (0C)

20 not real. not real. not real. not real. 60 metaph. not determ. 60 metaph.

17% 26%

22 not real. not real. not real. 60 metaph. 58 metaph. not determ. not determ.

18% 12%

24 not real. not real. 58 metaph. 84 metaph. 72 metaph. not determ. 60 metaph.

47% 29% 45% 5%

26 not real. 67 metaph. 96 metaph. 72 metaph. 72 metaph. 47 metaph. not determ.

42% 38% 25% 10% 19%

28 not real. 72 metaph. 72 metaph. 72 metaph. not determ. 60 metaph. not determ.

34% 37% 18% 13%

30 57 metaph. 60 metaph. not determ. not determ. 72 metaph. not determ. 60 metaph.

26% 46% 20% 12%

metaph., metaphases; not real., not realisable because of technical limits of the harvest chamber;

not determ.; not determined

57 metaph. means that 57 metaphases were screened

26% means that 26% of the metaphases had an optimum quality (well-spread, no cytoplasm)

The different ambient temperatures, relative humidities and air flow conditions were

set by adjusting the control panel of the Percival harvest chamber. Relative

humidity was calibrated with a psychrometer. The air flow was measured with an

anemometer.

The culture slides were aged at 900C for one hour and stained with Giemsa after

treatment with 0.1% pancreatine (w/v) (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie Gmbh; Steinheim,

Germany) by an automatic staining device (Midas, Merck, Whitehouse Station,

USA).
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Quality scoring of metaphases

Metaphase quality was determined by scoring the metaphases for the degree of

spreading of chromosomes and for the presence of cytoplasm under different

conditions.

For each condition of ambient temperature and relative humidity a minimum of

50 metaphases on a total of five different culture slides were scored. Per slide a

minimum of 10 metaphases were screened. For AF cell cultures, only one

metaphase (the best as judged by visual observation) per clone was selected

(Table 1). For the different ambient temperatures and relative humidities a total of

1371 metaphases were screened for AF cell cultures and 1391 for CVS cultures.

For each condition of air flow a minimum of 60 metaphases on a total of five

different slides was scored. Per slide a minimum of 12 metaphases were screened.

For AF cell cultures, only one metaphase (the best as judged by visual

observation) per clone was selected. For the effect of the air flow a total of 413

metaphases (AF cell cultures) and 423 metaphases (CVS cultures) were

examined.

Scoring for the degree of spreading of a metaphase was as follows;

1: good (a maximum of 5 overlaps of chromosomes), 2: over-spread (not al

chromosomes in one view by 1,000 times magnification) and 3: bad (more than 5

overlaps of chromosomes).

Scores for the degree of presence of cytoplasm were;

1: good (no visible cytoplasm), 2: moderate (haze of cytoplasm) and 3: bad (cell

membrane still visible).

These well-defined scores allowed an independent application of the scoring

system by different observers. Two persons independently scored all metaphases.
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Different compositions of fixative

The prenatal cultures were harvested as described before and dried at 260C, 35%

relative humidity and 0.6 m/s air flow. Methanol and methanol- glacial acetic acid in

proportions of 1:1(v/v); 1:2(v/v); 1:3(v/v); 1:4(v/v) and 1:5(v/v) were used as

fixatives.  For each condition a minimum of at least 60 metaphases on a total of

five different culture slides was scored. Per slide a minimum of 12 metaphases

were screened. For AF cell cultures, only one metaphase (the best as judged by

visual observation) per clone was selected.

For each condition the degrees of metaphase spreading and presence of

cytoplasm were determined as described before.

Statistical analysis

Analyses of variance and regression were used to assess the quantitative effect of

the conditions. The software package Systat 5.01 was used for statistical analyses.

The combined influence of ambient temperature and relative humidity, the

quadratic effects of ambient temperature alone and relative humidity alone, the

quadratic effect of air flow and the quadratic effect of the composition of fixative

were analysed. A general linear model was used to evaluate the data.

3.4 Results

Quantitative effects of ambient temperature, relative humidity and air flow

The effects of ambient temperature, relative humidity  (Table 2) and air flow  (Table

3) on the degree of presence of cytoplasm and on the degree of metaphase

spreading showed differences between AF cell and CVS cultures. In CVS cultures

ambient temperature and relative humidity together explained 9.1% of the variation

in cytoplasm and 4.2% of the variation in spreading. In AF cell cultures these

percentages were 20.2% and 8.0%, respectively. Relative humidity alone showed

the greatest influence; 18.6% explained variance in AF cell cultures and 7.2% in
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CVS cultures. Ambient temperature alone had a minimal effect on metaphase

spreading and presence of cytoplasm. The air flow was the most important quality

factor for CVS cultures; 29.9% of the variance in cytoplasm was explained by this

factor. In contrast, AF cell cultures were hardly influenced by air flow.

Metaphase quality

No clearly optimal harvest conditions exist, as the effects of ambient temperature,

relative humidity and air flow on metaphase quality are relatively minor (Table 1).

There is no statistically significant interaction between the investigated factors.

For AF cell cultures, a low relative humidity resulted in a haze of cytoplasm and

a bad spreading. A high relative humidity resulted in bad quality metaphases,

visibility of the cell membrane and/ or a haze of cytoplasm and bad spreading. The

best quality was obtained with a relative humidity between 30% and 40%. Ambient

temperature had little effect on metaphase quality. High or low ambient

temperatures resulted in a lesser quality.

For CVS cultures, regression analysis showed only a very limited influence of

ambient temperature and relative humidity. Only 4% to 9% of the variation (Table

2) was due to the experimental conditions. Therefore, these conditions can be

considered as not critical under the investigated range of conditions. Air flow, the

third factor, did not affect the metaphase quality in AF cell cultures. In contrast to

that, air flow did influence metaphase quality in CVS cultures. In preparations from

these cultures, presence of cytoplasm was strongly reduced at 0.6 m/s (T=260C;

RH=35%)(Table3).
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Table 2: Results of regression analysis of non linear effects of temperature and/ or relative
humidity on metaphase quality

       AF cell-cultures (n = 1371)           CVS-cultures (n = 1391)

Effect on cytoplasm Coefficient (SD) P (two tailed) Coefficient (SD) P (two tailed)

Temperature     -1.418 (1.138) 0.213  -5.864 (1.095) 0.000

Temperature x Temperature     -0.012 (0.198) 0.951  0.998 (0.189) 0.000

Humidity      -2.247 (0.304) 0.000     -0.995 (0.300) 0.001

Humidity x Humidity       0.187 (0.020) 0.000   0.077 (0.019) 0.000

Temperature x Humidity       0.329 (0.067) 0.000   0.166 (0.066) 0.012

Explained variance (%) 20.2 9.1

Humidity    -0.094 (0.014) 0.000    -0.054 (0.013) 0.000

Humidity x Humidity 0.001 (0.000) 0.000 0.001 (0.000) 0.000

Explained variance (%) 18.6 7.2

Temperature   -0.415 (0.098) 0.000 not determined not determined

Temperature x Temperature 0.008 (0.002) 0.000 not determined not determined

Explained variance (%) 1.4 not determined

Effect on spreading

Temperature     -0.256 (0.926) 0.783  -0.547 (0.926) 0.555

Temperature x Temperature      0.117 (0.161) 0.466 0.069 (0.160) 0.666

Humidity     -0.058 (0.247) 0.814  0.202 (0.253) 0.426

Humidity x Humidity      0.038 (0.016) 0.018   -0.024 (0.016) 0.138

Temperature x Humidity      -0.047 (0.055) 0.391  0.041 (0.056) 0.460

Explained variance (%) 8.0 4.2

Temperature    -0.309 (0.074) 0.000   -0.080 (0.072) 0.272

Temperature x Temperature 0.006 (0.001) 0.000 0.001 (0.001) 0.362

Explained variance (%) 1.3 0.7

Humidity   -0.036 (0.011) 0.001 0.036 (0.011) 0.001

Humidity x Humidity 0.001 (0.000) 0.000 0.000 (0.000) 0.022

Explained variance (%) 7.5 4.2

Metaphase quality was measured for several climate conditions during slide preparation. Ambient
temperature ranged from 200C-300C and relative humidity from 25%-60%. Analysis of regression
between these conditions was performed to determine the effect on the degree of metaphase spreading
and the presence of cytoplasm.
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Table 3: Analysis of variance of the effect of air flow on metaphase quality.

Dependent
variable

Effect Explained
variance

(%)

Sum of
squares

DF Mean
square

F -
ratio

P (two
tailed)

AFcell-cultures
(n= 413)

Cytoplasm air flow 7.4 6.10 3 2.02 10.85 0.000

      Error 76.17 409 0.19

Spreading air flow 1.9 1.96 3 0.65 2.66 0.048

      Error 100.50 409 0.25

CVS-cultures
(n = 423)

Cytoplasm air flow 29.9 38.59 3 12.86 59.64 0.000

     Error 90.38 419 0.22

Spreading air flow 2.4 2.80 3 0.93 3.42 0.017

     Error 114.45 419 0.27

Metaphase quality was measured for four different air flows during slide preparation; namely 0.2; 0.4;
0.6 and 0.7m/s (at 35% relative humidity and 200C ambient temperature). Analysis of variance was
performed between these conditions to determine the effect on the degrees of metaphase spreading
and presence of cytoplasm.

Different compositions of fixative

The effect of the composition of fixative on metaphase quality was different for AF

cell and CVS cultures (Table 4). In AF cell cultures, the composition of fixative

explained 13.7% of the variance in presence of cytoplasm and degree of

spreading. Spreading was most strongly affected, explaining 13.9% of the

variance. The presence of cytoplasm was not strongly dependent of these factors.

It explained only 1.5% of the variance. In CVS cultures, the composition of fixative

explained 4.7% of the variance in metaphase quality. Cytoplasm and spreading

were both minimally influenced (5% of the variance). The composition of fixative

was not critical for metaphase quality, although methanol alone gave a bad result.
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Table 4: Analysis of variance of the effect on the composition of fixative on
metaphase quality.

Dependent
variable

Effect Explained
variance

(%)

Sum of
squares

DF Mean
square

F- ratio P (two
tailed)

AFcell cultures
(n=904)

Cytoplasm fixative 1.5 0.02 4 0.004 1.76 0.135

             Error 1.97 896 0.002

Spreading fixative 13.9 91.22 4 22.81 36.18 0.000

            Error 566.67 899 0.63

Cytoplasm +
Spreading

fixative 13.7 90.67 4 22.67 35.67 0.000

            Error 571.26 899 0.64

CVS cultures
(n=880)

Cytoplasm fixative 5.3 4.88 4 1.22 5.30 0.000

            Error 200.95 872 0.23

Spreading fixative 5.1 22.86 4 5.71 11.81 0.000

            Error 423.14 875 0.48

Cytoplasm +
Spreading

fixative 4.7 35.54 4 8.89 10.75 0.000

            Error 723.09 875 0.83

Metaphase quality was measured for five different compositions of fixative during harvesting; namely

methanol- glacial acetic acid 1:1; 1:2; 1:3; 1:4 and 1:5 (v/v) (at 35% relative humidity and 200C ambient

temperature). Analysis of variance was performed between these conditions to determine the effect on

the degrees of metaphase spreading and presence of cytoplasm.

3.5 Discussion

In this study we have quantified the effects of ambient temperature, relative

humidity, air flow and composition of fixative on metaphase quality in preparations
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of primary in-situ cultures of CVS and AF cells. We found that our design was

sufficiently sensitive to detect effects. Most effects appeared to be minor. Whereas

in AF cell cultures, fixative, ambient temperature and relative humidity together are

of greater influence, in CVS cultures the air flow is more important. In the absence

of a statistically significant interaction, the effects can be considered as additive.

Relative humidity appeared in our study as the most important factor for

the degree of presence of cytoplasm (18.6% explained variance) and to a minor

extent as a factor influencing the degree of spreading (7.5% explained variance)

for AF cell cultures. Deng et al. (2003) determined relative humidity as the most

important factor for spreading (degree of presence of cytoplasm was not

measured) as well. Increasing the relative humidity resulted in better metaphase

quality, at least up to a certain degree, after which higher humidity no longer

resulted in better spreading. The latter effect might be explained by a fast increase

in water content of the fixative, so that a dramatic rehydration takes place, too fast

to result in a good spreading of the chromosomes (Deng et al., 2003).

Ambient temperature alone had no effect on metaphase quality in our study. An

explanation might be that evaporation of methanol from the fixative leads to a

cooling of the remaining fluid on the slide, a process that cannot be totally

compensated for by controlling ambient temperature (Claussen et al., 2002).

The composition of fixative seems to be of minor importance, as seen in

our results (14% explained variance for AF cells). Use of methanol only led to

hardly spread metaphases. It is clear that the hygroscopic effect of acetic acid is

needed for water-induced swelling. Higher concentrations of acetic acid resulted in

a better spreading. We routinely add pure glacial acetic acid in case of badly

spread metaphases to improve spreading. This effect has, however, not been

systematically investigated in the present study.

In CVS cultures, air flow has a substantial effect (29.9%) on the presence

of cytoplasm, whereas it has no effect in AF cell cultures. In contrast to the latter,

cultures of primary chorionic villi show a much more dispersed growth, often
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including larger cell clusters, resulting in an uneven evaporation of the fixative

during harvesting and in variations in metaphase quality. Therefore, more extreme

forces, such as produced by the air flow from a fan might lead to a more dynamic

washing of the cells by evaporating fixative and a thinner and more equal layer of

fixative (Hliscs et al., 1997). This may result in a better overall metaphase quality.

According to the results of Claussen et al. (2002), the potential of swelling of

different tissues is related to the lengths of the resulting chromosomes.

Preparations of primary CVS cultures show short chromosomes, comparable to

those prepared from bone marrow. This explains the very limited influence of the

investigated factors on the degree of spreading.

The difference in influences of ambient temperature, relative humidity and

composition of fixative as found in previous reports and in our study may be related

to differences in the type of cell culture. In cell suspensions, Deng et al. (2003)

found a strong influence of the relative humidity on the spreading of metaphases.

Claussen et al. (2002) also demonstrated that in cell suspensions the composition

of fixative had a great effect on metaphase spreading. However, in these studies,

the magnitude of the effect on metaphase quality has not been quantified.

During slide preparation, cells in suspension stick to the glass surface after

they have been dropped onto the slide. Evaporation of methanol from the fixative

causes a shrinking of the cells. Subsequently, a water-induced swelling

(rehydration) of the cells occurs by the hygroscopic effect of acetic acid. During this

last step, cells are flattening and the remaining fixative evaporates. The process of

swelling is crucial for elongation and spreading of the chromosomes. Slide

preparation from in-situ culture follows in principle the same steps. However, cells

from in-situ cultures are already sticking onto the slide. Within an AF cell clone for

instance, they do not grow as a homogeneous layer and swelling of mitotic cells

can be hampered by lack of space. Cells harvested in-situ thus, have a more

limited capacity to rehydrate. The influence of different parameters on slide

preparation may, therefore, in general be more restricted for in-situ cultures than

for cells in suspension.
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In our experiments, we could not find statistically significant optimum

conditions for harvesting, because of the limited influence of the factors analysed.

In our routine, we recommend a higher than the standard concentration (25% v/v)

of glacial acetic acid for a better metaphase spreading and a relative humidity of

30% – 40% for a minimal presence of cytoplasm in metaphase preparations from

primary prenatal in-situ cultures. Spurbeck et al. (1996) determined the optimal

harvest conditions for secondary AF cultures to be an ambient temperature of 200C

and a relative humidity of 55%, based on the criterion of the size of metaphase

area. However, they recommend to use in practice 250C and 50% relative humidity,

because they found fairly frequently an over-spreading, indicating that metaphase

area alone is not properly reflecting metaphase quality. The discrepancy in relative

humidity for optimal harvesting between the results of Spurbeck et al. (1996) and

ours might be explained by their use of secondary in-situ cultures contrary to our

use of primary cultures. As previously discussed, primary in-situ cultures may have

a lower capacity of swelling in general, leading to a reasonable spreading at a

lower relative humidity than in secondary in-situ cultures or cell suspensions.

According to their own figures, they did not find a clear optimum for different

harvest conditions, but only small differences between the various harvesting

conditions they used. In that respect, their results are consistent with ours.

In conclusion, in general, metaphase quality of prenatal in-situ cultures is

only to a limited extent affected by ambient temperature, relative humidity, air flow

and the composition of fixative. Harvesting conditions are therefore not critical

within the investigated range and for good metaphase quality expensive measures

for fine controlling of ambient temperature, relative humidity and air flow are not

required.
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